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Mesh networks and ubiquitous mobile connections deliver the automated
highways to improve safety, increase capacity and reduce congestion.
The intelligent highway is a term used by many in
the automotive industry and government bodies to
HIWGVMFIE[SVPH[LIVIGEVWHSR´XGVEWL GSRKIWXMSR
does not occur and there are no accidents; a world
where cars automatically detect a problem ahead
ERH EZSMH MX XLVSYKL IMXLIV WPS[MRK HS[R SV XEOMRK
EPXIVREXMZI VSYXIW -RXIPPMKIRX LMKL[E]W [LIR XLI]
EVVMZI [MPPWMKRM½GERXP]VIHYGIXLIRYQFIVSJHIEXLW
SR XLI VSEH ERH QEOI XVEZIP WQSSXLIV ERH JEWXIV
which will also mean that we use less energy for
mobility. This ambition of the transport professionals
has been much discussed and has been the focus
for numerous programmes over the years, but these
efforts have only led to many false starts. However, in
the opinion of many commentators, realisation of the
intelligent highways concept is on the horizon. With
forthcoming regulation, technology deployment and
GSSTIVEXMSRFIX[IIRQERYJEGXYVIVWXLI]PSSOWIXXS
FITEVXSJSYV[SVPHF]
Although private cars are a primary focus, commercial
vehicles are equally as important. As intelligent
LMKL[E]WI\TIVX6MGLEVH&MWLSTGSQQIRXIHSRXLI
Future Agenda blog:
“In the USA new truck-exclusion roads are being studied
for construction in parallel to major interstate highways
to relieve congestion. I think this will become reality –
and, when it does, trucks can start to cooperate with
IEGLSXLIVJSVKVIEXIVJYIPIJ½GMIRG]ERHPS[IVIQMWWMSRW
This is the platoon idea, and in its fullest form you have

roadways full of nothing but robotic trucks. This will be
very much within our reach within ten years and the
implementation issues revolve solely around the business
case, road facilities, and such like.”
At the extreme, intelligent highways enable the
introduction of the driverless car – an autonomous
ZILMGPIXLEXHVMZIWMXWIPJJVSQTSMRX%XS& WIPIGXMRK
the best route, avoiding congestion and choosing the
speed and distance from other vehicles to ensure that
there are no accidents.This is what you see played out
MRWGMIRGI½GXMSRQSZMIWJVSQBatman and Total Recall
to I, Robot and Minority Report. Over past decades,
there have been numerous research programmes
JSGYWIHSRXLMWKSEP MRGPYHMRKXLI%6+3TVSNIGXMR
-XEP]XLI*63+TVSNIGXMRXLI2IXLIVPERHWXLI(%64%
+VERH'LEPPIRKIMRXLI97ERHQSWXRSXEFP]JSVXLI
QIHME XLI  7ER (MIKS %YXSQEXIH ,MKL[E]
demonstration in which a number of driverless
GEVW JSPPS[IH IEGL SXLIV HS[R E  OQ XIWX XVEGO
-R SRXLISTIRVSEH E1IVGIHIW&IR^HVSZI
JVSQ1YRMGLXS'STIRLEKIRERHFEGOYWMRKWEGGEHMG
GSQTYXIV ZMWMSR ERH EGLMIZIH WTIIHW SJ SZIV 
OQLSZIVHMWXERGIWSJYTXSOQ[MXLRSLYQER
MRXIVZIRXMSR XLI %6+3 TVSNIGX YWIH WXIVISWGSTMG
vision algorithms to follow the white lines in the road
JSV  OQ [MXL XLI GEV MR JYPP] EYXSQEXMG QSHI
SZIV SJXLIXMQIERHEJXIVTVIZMSYWGSQTIXMXMSRW
MRXLIHIWIVX MRXLI(%64%+VERH'LEPPIRKI
E XIEQ JVSQ 'EVRIKMI 1IPPSR 9RMZIVWMX] [SR XLI
prize for a car that autonomously navigated through

`8LIJYXYVISJQSFMPMX]

By 2020 no one will be killed or
maimed in a Volvo.
ERYVFERIRZMVSRQIRX-R+1ERRSYRGIHXLEX
MX[SYPHWXEVXXIWXMRKHVMZIVPIWWGEVWF]ELIEH
SJPEYRGLMRKMR-R)YVSTIEYXSRSQSYWZILMGPI
demonstrators are being built in several locations
MRGPYHMRK 6SQI:MIRRE8VSRHLIMQ ERH ,IEXLVS[
Airport.
At the next step down from fully autonomous
vehicles, assisted driving is increasingly common in
cars of today. Adding to the long-standing cruise
control capability, manufacturers have variously
MRXVSHYGIHPERIHITEVXYVI[EVRMRKW]WXIQWERXMPSGO
FVEOMRKXVEGXMSRGSRXVSPRMKLXZMWMSRVIEVZMI[EPEVQW
ERH EYXSQEXMG TEVOMRK %HHMXMSREP HIZIPSTQIRXW
WYGL EW EYXSQEXMG IQIVKIRG] FVEOMRK MRXIPPMKIRX
speed adaptation and predictive cruise control are
also on the horizon. All of these technologies help
XLI HVMZIV XS GSRXVSP XLI GEV QSVI IJ½GMIRXP] ERH
so are proven ingredients for the overall intelligent
highways ambition. As Volvo, one of the leaders in
EYXSQSXMZIWEJIX]SZIVXLI]IEVWTYXWMX³-RTVMRGMTPI
EJYXYVI:SPZS[MPPFIEFPIXS±WTIEO²XSERSRGSQMRK
ZILMGPI TSXIRXMEPP] GSQQYRMGEXMRK =SY ERH - EVI
EFSYXXSGSPPMHILIEHSR -JSYVHVMZIVWHSR´XVIEGX
[I LEZI XS HS WSQIXLMRK XS EZSMH XLI HERKIV´ %
WXEXIHGSQTER]EMQMWXLEX³F]RSSRI[MPPFI
OMPPIHSVQEMQIHMRE:SPZS´
8LIVI MW LS[IZIV E QMWWMRK PMRO REQIP] XLI
integrated systems needed to allow cars to
communicate seamlessly with each other and the
ecosystem through which they are moving. This is
XLIOI]RIX[SVOXLEX[MPPEPPS[MRXIVEGXMSRFIX[IIR

XLIQSZMRKERH½\IHRSHIW MI ZILMGPIWERHXVEJ½G
WMKREPW IXG  ;LMPI WSQI SJ XLI MRMXMEP I\TIVMQIRXW
focused on embedding sensors into and alongside
XLI VSEHW XLMROMRK LEW UYMGOP] IZSPZIH XS XEOI
EHZERXEKI SJ +47 ERH ++ QSFMPI W]WXIQW
With vehicle infrastructure integration, as some are
calling it, standard wireless protocols will allow cars
XS GSQQYRMGEXI [MXL IEGL SXLIV ERH [MXL XVEJ½G
signals; at the same time, government agencies, car
QERYJEGXYVIVW ERH XVEJ½G GSRXVSP W]WXIQW [MPP FI
able to communicate directly with every vehicle.
-R XLI 97 XLIVI LEW FIIR WMKRM½GERX JSGYW SR
MRXIPPMKIRXLMKL[E]WEWEQIERWXSVIHYGIXLI
XVEJ½GJEXEPMXMIWXLEXSGGYVIZIV]]IEVEW[IPPEWXLI
FMPPMSRSJPSWWIWJVSQ[EWXIHJYIP IQIVKIRG]
VIWTSRWI GSWXW  QMPPMSR MRWYVERGI GPEMQW ERH
QIHMGEP FMPPW %MQMRK EX GSRRIGXMRK  QMPPMSR
ZILMGPIWXSXLIMRXIVRIX GSQTERMIWWYGLEW+SSKPI
Cisco and Microsoft have all announced plans for
EHZERGIHXVERWTSVXEXMSRGSQQYRMGEXMSRRIX[SVOW
-RXLI9/ERH'EREHE%ZMZEXLIMRWYVERGIGSQTER]
launched a product that paves the way for consumer
EGGITXERGISJWSQISJXLIOI]XIGLRSPSKMIWXLI³4E]
%W=SY(VMZI´ MRWYVERGI W]WXIQ8LMW YWIW WXERHEVH
QSFMPI 7-1 GEVHW [MXLMR GEVW XS EPPS[ XLIQ XS FI
XVEGOIHGSRXMRYSYWP]8LIYTWMHIJSVGYWXSQIVW[EW
cheaper insurance depending on where and when
they drive. The system also proved that, on a large
WGEPI ZILMGPI XVEGOMRK MW EPVIEH] JYPP] TVEGXMGEP8LMW
X]TISJXIGLRSPSK]MWFIMRKMQTPIQIRXIHMR)YVSTI
over the next couple of years under the eCall invehicle programme for emergency assistance, but
also allows other options such as road pricing without
toll-booths to come into place. Other systems use
VEHMS JVIUYIRG] 6*  XEKW XS GSQQYRMGEXI [MXL
and between cars (Zipcar uses this system to allow
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TISTPIEGGIWWXSMXWGEVWLEVMRKWIVZMGIW 1IER[LMPI
GSYRXVMIWPMOI7MRKETSVI[LMGL[IVIIEVP]EHSTXIVW
SJ VSEH TVMGMRK EVI RS[ PSSOMRK EX [MHIV +47
based systems. Together, these innovations not only
enable safer driving but are also the gateway to a
[MHIVWLMJXMRXLIGYVVIRG]SJXVEZIP7SQI&ERKEPSVI
[SVOWLSTTEVXMGMTERXWGSRXIRHIHXLEXRI[TE]QIRX
mechanisms – where fuel, insurance, vehicle use and
travel overall are charged by distance – are already
operable within a short timescale.

participant from the communications sector, ‘paves
the way for the car to be the fourth space for mobile
GSRRIGXMSR´ *SVXLIQIWLRIX[SVOWXLEXQER]WII
as being the foundation for the next generation
of intelligent highway design to deliver the goods,
EPP GEVW XVEJ½G WMKREPW ERH MRXIKVEXIH MRJVEWXVYGXYVI
have to use the same system to enable fast and free
XVERWJIVSJHEXE .YWXPMOIXLIMRXIVRIXMXWIPJ RSSRI
[MPP S[R XLMW W]WXIQ[MHI RIX[SVO FYX IZIV]SRI´W
ERHIZIV]XLMRK´WTEVXMGMTEXMSR[MPPQEOIMX[SVO

While Western economies to date have invested
most in the concept and testing of intelligent
LMKL[E]W WIZIVEP [SVOWLST TEVXMGMTERXW JIPX XLEX
XLI FVIEOXLVSYKL MR XIVQW SJ MQTPIQIRXEXMSR SJ E
ZMEFPI WGEPEFPIW]WXIQQE]½VWXSGGYVMR-RHME;MXL
GSQTERMIW PMOI8EXE LEZMRK E WMKRM½GERX MRXIVIWX MR
FSXLXLIEYXSQSXMZIMRHYWXV]ERHXLI-8'WIGXSV MX
is possible that a partnership between Tata Motors
and Tata Consulting could be the catalyst for a mesh
RIX[SVO ETTVSEGL XS KVIEXIV EWWMWXIHHVMZMRK ERH
eventually the intelligent highway.

The other big hurdle is social acceptance of intelligent
highways and, by implication, autonomous vehicles.
8LI 9/ KSZIVRQIRX JSV I\EQTPI WIIW XLEX [LMPI
much of the technology and systems are available
ERHTVSZIRMX[MPPFIFIJSVIQER]SJXLIPIKEP
and consumer issues are agreed: trusting the system
rather than the driver to control the car is no easy
WXIT %W 1EVOYW %VQFVYWX QEREKIV SJ EHZERGIH
HVMZIV EWWMWXERGI EX +1 [EW UYSXIH EW WE]MRK
³(VMZIVW[MPPRSX[ERXXSKMZIYTEPPXLIJYR´ )UYEPP]
&1; [ERX XS GSRXMRYI XS TVSZMHI XLI ³YPXMQEXI
HVMZMRKI\TIVMIRGI´1ER]LS[IZIVEVIGSR½HIRXXLEX
SRGIXLIFIRI½XWSJWEJIVUYMGOIVXVEZIPEVIIZMHIRX
for the majority of drivers, the option of joining a
smooth intelligent highway system rather than the
usual nose-to-tail commute will become increasingly
attractive. There are clearly a number of outstanding
issues to be dealt with but, given the impetus and
the number of vehicles being added to the global
MRJVEWXVYGXYVI IZIV] HE] XLI [SVPH MR  GSYPH
well see us travelling on intelligent highways.

With many different systems in development
around the world, a critical issue for widespread
implementation will be the adoption of a common
TPEXJSVQ%VIGIRXGSQQIRXF]&SS^ 'SLMKLPMKLXIH
that ‘from a policy perspective, there is little question
but that an open standards approach, which would
allow all to use the same technology, would be
FIWX´ *SVHLEWEPVIEH]XEOIREWXITXS[EVHWXLMWF]
adopting an in-car WiFi system turning the entire car
MRXSELSXWTSX¯[LMGLMRXLI[SVHWSJE[SVOWLST
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